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Workplace diversity can help develop a multi-talented workforce with diversified skills that can perform organizational tasks with high level efficiency, optimization and creativity.
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	Most people value the concept of diversity, but what does it mean concretely? What is an inclusive workplace? How can we encourage and support diversity in a tangible way so that everyone feels welcome in our workplaces? 

	It is not by chance that we manage to build and foster diversity, it is by deliberately working on it; and while diversity in America is becoming increasingly important, it is becoming increasingly important to ensure that our workplaces are diverse and inclusive. When people feel welcome and safe from harassment and discrimination, 
	They are more motivated to work; absenteeism and performance issues decrease as productivity, morale and retention improve. 

	According to Cunningham, M. (2019), “Diversity management goes far beyond simple regulatory compliance: it connects your company better with customers and communities”.
	A shortage of talent can be considered a good thing because it encourages society to benefit from the experience, knowledge and wisdom of seasoned workers. There are several benefits to the presence of older workers in the workplace:

	Technology: the myth that older workers are not likely to learn to use new technologies is wrong! Seasoned workers like to learn and are open to training and using technology!
	Loyalty: Seasoned workers seem more dedicated and want to work for a company, which is a plus for customers who like to establish a relationship with a consultant they can rely on for years (Thomas, 2005).
	Effectiveness and credibility: In terms of efficiency, three-quarters of the pharmacists-managers aged over 60 hired as assistant were still employed five years later. As well, many employers find that experienced workers help them build relationships with older clients by sharing their work history.


	To conclude, In the same way that it can be argued that increasing diversity is beneficial for society, companies have also come to the conclusion that diversity is good business practice (Triandis, Kurowski, & Gelfand, 1994).
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